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The Friends’ Conservation Management Plan for Heritage Wimbledon Park 

 
1 Background 

The Friends of Wimbledon Park (‘the Friends’) was formed in January 2012.  One object of the 

Friends is ‘to support the implementation of a Conservation Management Plan for Wimbledon Park’.   

 

The Grade II* Heritage Landscape known as Wimbledon Park is a remnant of the 18th century park 

landscaped by Lancelot “Capability” Brown. It is on Historic England’s ‘At Risk Register’. A 

situation that the three owners, together with the community, need to resolve. 

  

Heritage Wimbledon Park is 61 hectares and is owned by three parties. 

1. The Mayor and Burgesses of the London Borough of Merton (LBM) own the public park (27 

hectares including the lake 9 hectares). 

2. The Wimbledon Park Golf Club (30 hectares) is owned by the All England Lawn Tennis 

Ground Limited (AELTC). 

3. The Trustees of The Wimbledon Club (TWC) own the private sports club (4 hectares) on the 

west side of the lake. 

 

The Heritage Landscape falls into two London Boroughs. Most is in LB Merton, but the northern parts 

of the golf course and public park are in LB Wandsworth. This division is important for various 

regulatory functions, the most important of which is statutory development planning. 

 

2 Conservation Management Plan (CMP) 

In caring for, or managing change in, historic parks, gardens and other landscapes, there are many 

features and diverse interests like usage, history and biodiversity to consider as well as business and 

economic viability. Conservation management plans have been developed as tools to help understand 

what matters and why, and how to conserve and manage it. These plans help when developing 

programmes of repair and restoration, or to draw up proposals for change. Key topics to discuss are 

Wellbeing, Sport, Study and Community. Each topic is treated as of equal importance and they 

provide a different perspective on how to approach each programme.  This ensures a balanced view 

with fair outcomes and respect for the CMP. 

  

3 Process and methodology 

Starting with Capability Brown’s legacy, and aiming to preserve and restore the landscape, 

biodiversity & habitat we examine the effect all the activities taking place have on the park. This is an 

iterative process, and we ask, ‘What matters and why?’   

 

We split the overall plan into smaller plans which can be worked on in an economical and timely 

fashion.  Each step is then checked against the CMP and desirable alterations developed. This 

checking cycle is holistic and helps achieve a balance between activities and to preserve historic 

features, vistas, biodiversity and habitat.  

 

The methodology is to examine assets and activities to understand how improvements can be made 

and implemented. Various options present themselves. Discussions and wide consultation are held 

before an option is chosen. This then becomes the basis for the Management Plan for that asset or 

activity.  This can lead to a proliferation of Management Plans so efficient filing will be required and 

the process of iteration repeated regularly.  This filing system will provide a store of works done so 

future studies can review previous plans and avoid repeating work and saving time. A bibliography 

should be included. 

 

4 Landscape, Biodiversity & Habitat 

Landscape consists of all the visible features of Heritage Wimbledon Park. These are considered in 

terms of their aesthetic appeal. Some features may have important habitats and others will provide 

http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/aesthetic#aesthetic__2
http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/appeal#appeal__14
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important links or roles. For example, the design of entrances should provide an uplift to visitors as 

they enter the landscape and absorb the surroundings and vistas can make a link with the past. 

 

Our Biodiversity Strategy is to protect and enhance the biodiversity resources of the heritage 

landscape.  Such thinking underlies each part of the CMP, for example the management plan for Horse 

Close Wood and our tree planting initiatives. We look at the different biological communities and the 

opportunities that these hold as habitats for wildlife. Water and vegetation provide shelter and places 

to breed. Essential to this are species at the base of the food chain, trees, smaller plants and 

invertebrates such as insects, spiders, worms and so on. These are food for numerous larger animals 

including birds, bats, reptiles, amphibians and fish, and they also have vital roles such as pollination of 

crops and wildflowers, pest control and nutrient recycling. 

 

The species involved can change as their regional populations increase or decrease, for example 

because of climate change. Human impacts are driving sweeping changes in wildlife in the UK. The 

abundance and distribution of the UK’s species has, on average, declined since 1970 and this 

continues today. There has been no let-up in the net loss of nature in the UK, so we aim to provide 

quality habitats and help to stem this decline. 

 

We see veteran trees, historic Horse Close Wood and ancient Ashen Grove Wood as needing special 

attention. Also some shy wildlife require a quiet place which can be observed from an acceptable 

distance. 

 

Flooding from heavy rain creates opportunities and problems that need to be considered carefully.  

Sustainable urban drainage systems (SUDS) should be employed. Swales and berms should be 

designed in to handle downpours. 

 

5 Providing for a variety of activities 

Each part of the CMP considers the aspirations of users and the benefits they may get. Provision for 

formal, organised sport is vital. Sport and recreation include school sports, walking, running and 

cycling and informal games. Families and young people use the landscape for a picnic, to play on 

equipment, ball games or for free play in water features, woods, hedgerows and in the open. Groups of 

small children learn through Forest School activity in the woods and older children use the landscape 

for geography, science and other learning. Bird watchers and botanists enjoy the species that the 

landscape sustains and attracts, and citizen scientists’ findings from the landscape contribute to wider 

studies. It is acknowledged that outdoor experiences in green landscapes contribute to wellbeing and a 

feel-good factor, so much so that such activities can be prescribed medical treatment. Good choices 

can bring about positive changes in the lives of people living with disabilities or ill health, or who are 

isolated, disadvantaged or vulnerable. We seek to help those groups in society who could benefit most 

but are not currently enjoying these benefits as much as others. 

 

Surveys have shown that the public park’s primary use is for informal recreation – walking with or 

without dogs, exercise, playing, relaxing, enjoying the outdoors, and socialising. For this we need 

significant areas of amenity landscape such as mown grass, paths and seating, and ornamental planting 

and features such as the Brook and the Waterfall Garden. Included in this are children’s natural play 

areas with woods to explore, trees to climb, occasional puddles, the lake and flowing water. Logs from 

felled trees form seating for adults, a climbing frame for children and food for fungi, insects, and other 

invertebrates. These same needs can be provided also in the wider landscape. 

 

6 Volunteering 

Volunteering in the park benefits the community and the volunteer. It can build self-esteem and 

confidence, develop skills and interests and even be a pathway into work. It can provide heathy 

activity and be a route to meet new people and so broaden social circles. It allows people to support 

causes they feel strongly about and to put something back into society. Volunteers are already 

collecting acorns to perpetuate local English oaks, they are tending garden plots, planting and 
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maintaining trees and picking litter. Volunteers come from the community and their experience means 

they can help manage and run open spaces with community needs in mind.  

 

Given the opportunity, volunteers can transform the way things are done in an economical and timely 

fashion. The volunteer’s skills, knowledge and co-operative actions provide a greatly enhanced 

outcome for the benefit of the community. 

 

7 Working Structure 

The Friends Forum facilitates discussion and decision making between all the owners, organisations, 

groups, employees and individual concerns relating to this historic landscape. This broad participation 

ensures the outcome will be for the public benefit as well as for the benefit of the owners and 

managers. The geographical area for identifying the community is the four wards, West Hill, 

Southfields, Wimbledon Park and Village. The Forum is structured to include park officers and staff, 

politicians and individuals with skills that help with management plans.  Landowners, leaseholders, 

regulatory authorities, group leaders and interested individuals also participate. 

 

An Executive Committee manages the Friends. They focus on the Conservation Management Plan. 

The founding members of the Friends are the Southfields Grid Residents Association, Wimbledon 

House Residents Association and Wimbledon Park Residents Association.  They have a special role as 

Custodians in ensuring the continuity, stability and fairness in the running of the business of the 

Friends. 

 

In future there could be a more formal community-based charity, perhaps a trust with wide 

representation.  Some such structure might have financial and administrative advantages. Good 

corporate governance will apply including auditing and provision for whistleblowing.  All clubs, 

organisations and groups operating in the park will support and be represented. 

 

8 Some principles 

The work of the Friends has identified some aims. These include the preservation and enhancement of 

historic character and views, conservation of wildlife and its habitat, no increase in parking space and 

no net loss of green space.  

 

We have also developed some principles. We believe that any plan should emphasise the needs of all 

potential users of the landscape, not just those prepared to pay fees for the use of a limited set of 

facilities. Health and educational benefits should be encouraged. The needs of visitors who enjoy 

nature should be accommodated. There should be facilities adequate to support usage, such as 

adequate paths, bins, toilets and seating. 

 

Open space use is difficult to fund. So, another principle is to design features with future maintenance 

costs in mind. It is not enough just to find capital for one-off projects, maintenance costs must be 

considered. A cost benefit analysis is required for each commercial event. Licenced events and 

activities should be subject to terms and conditions including the repair and reinstatement of 

damage caused. Commercial events such as fireworks and the Wimbledon Fortnight queue are popular 

and cause limited damage.  Damage from other events has taken many months to rectify.   

 


